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Figure 1. Generalized terranes of Alaska, Canada, and eastern Siberia. Mercator
projection.

Key to Pertinent AllullRn Terrwnes

EN: Endicott (Paleowic limestones)

ST: Stikinia (Paleowic volcaniclastics)

NS: North Slope (continental crust &
Paleowic limestones)

SZ: Siletzia (Lower Cenowic volcanics)

NX: Nixon Fork (metamorphic rocks
overlain by Paleowic limestone)

TZ: Tozitna (complex assemblage of
Mesowic volcanics & sediments)

PC: Porcupine (Paleowic limestones)

WN: Wrangellia (Thassic & Jurassic
limestones and volcanics)

PN: Peninsular (Jurassic volcanic
rocks)
PW: Prince William (belt of volcanic
& sedimentary rocks)

TK: Yukon Koyukuk (Cretaceous volcanics & sediments)
TR: York (Paleowic limestones)

RB: Ruby (Paleowic metavolcanics)
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Paleotnagnetism
and Displacement ofAlaskan Terranes

PETER W. PLUMLEY

!P

ALEOMAGNETISM IS mE FOSSIL RECORD of the

Peter W. Plumley is an assistant professor of geology at Syracuse U niversiry.
His interest is paleomagnetism and tectonics of the earth was inspired during
graduate work for a Master's degree
with Dr. Myrl Beck at Western
Washington Universiry. He received a
Ph.D. from the University of California, Santa Cruz . Plumley has studied
the tectonics and terranes of Alaska for
the past nine years, during which time
he has visited nearly every major geological province in that state.
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earth's magnetic field. The magnetic signal "frozen" into rocks
when they form provides the basis for determining the ancient geoc
graphic locations of the crustal fragments and plates upon which they
are found. To the degree that these locations differ from the present
ones, we have a way to measure the history of movement of these crustal
fragments. The first paleomagnetic studies documented how the continents, like giant log rafts, have slowly drifted across the face of the
earth. The science of paleomagnetism has entered a new phase, however:
for some areas of continental or subcontinental dimensions, it is now
possible to document how the "log raft" was assembled, log by log.
Where and when did each log originate? How far did each one move
before joining the growing raft? These "logs" are called terranes, and
the study of terranes, which involves the mapping of structural features and deformations of the earth is known as tectonics. A great deal
of jostling occurs between the large crustal plates of the earth; it is at
the plate edges where most deformation is evident. This paper focuses
on this activity in Alaska, at the northwest edge of the North American Plate.
An area of extreme tectonic complexity is the Arctic province, where
geologists have recognized approximately sixty distinct terranes in
Alaska, the adjoining northern Canadian Cordillera, and northeastern
USSR (fig. 1). The Arctic province, presently bordered by two major
continental plates, the North American and Eurasian plates, and one
dominant oceanic plate, the Pacific Plate, has been collecting various
crustal fragments since the early phases of the Mesozoic era 200 million years ago.
Alaska has been portrayed as an assemblage of continental and
oceanic terranes that have accreted to each other and to the northern
Paleozoic continental margin of North America. Many of these ter-
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ranes are displaced in relation to the North American continent. On
the basis of paleomagnetic data, for example, it is proposed that much
of southern Alaska formed 20 to 30 degrees (approximately 2,ooo miles)
south of where it is now.
In the application of paleomagnetism toward understanding tectonics of the earth, several basic 'assumptions have been made concerning the behavior and morphology (form and structure) of the
geomagnetic field. Insight on general field behavior is based on observations made during the past 300 years, since the invention of the compass, and on studies of the magnetic signal recorded in stratigraphic
rock sections of the past 5 million years. Before examining these assumptions, a preliminary look at the background of rock magnetism
is useful.

Ma,gnetiza,tion of Rocks
The basic tenet of paleomagnetism is that rocks acquire a magnetization during or shortly after formation that is accurately aligned with
the ambient field direction. This magnetization is referred to as the
natural remanent magnetization (NRM). The intensity of magnetization depends on the physical history of the rock, the quantity of ferromagnetic oxides, the strength of the field, and the efficiency of the
recording method. Magnetic phases of hematite and/or magnetite are
commonly the iron oxides in rocks responsible for the magnetic record.
Experiments have shown that sedimentary and igneous rocks acquire a primary magnetization shortly after formation; however, this
original magnetization may be altered over time or completely removed
by thermal or chemical effects. A direct lightning strike can also
remagnetize a rock. In addition, a rock sample may have a spectrum
of NRMs of different ages, all accurately recording the successive
paleomagnetic fields of the earth, but for different geologic periods and
likely of opposite polarity. However, for extremely old rocks, such as
samples of the Paleowic (6oo-225 million years), proving that the magnetic signal measured is original or primary remanence is difficult.
Subaerial volcanic rocks, such as those currently forming the
Hawaiian Islands or the flat-lying volcanic flows that form the plateau
regions of eastern Washington and Oregon, are the best magnetic
recorders, because the remanence is frozen in when the lava cools from
fluid to solid rock. At very high temperatures (i.e., more than 6oo 0 C)
the thermal energy exceeds the magnetic energy, and minerals such as
magnetite are not magnetic. There is a specific point during cooling
that these two competing energies are equal, and this is called the Curie
temperature. Below this temperature, a magnetization contained in
microscopic grains of magnetite will appear. This type ofNRM is called
thermal remanent magnetization and is aligned with the ambient magnetic field within r to 2 degrees and is stable through time. Sedimentary rocks, on the other hand, may acquire their remanence by various
processes and are less reliable for paleomagnetic work. An NRM called
depositional remanence is preserved in muddy and silty sediments
deposited in quiet water conditions. Small grains of ferromagnetic oxide will behave like compass needles as they slowly descend through
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the water column. However, at mid- to high latitudes, where the magnetic field of the earth is inclined steeply, it is likely that the magnetically aligned grains will record an anomalously shallow inclination due
to the competing effects of gravitational pull on elongated-shaped grains
once they hit the bottom. A similar rotation to the horizontal plane
will also occur during postdepositional compaction of the sediments.
Limestones are usually less compacted than mudstones and siltstones
and are commonly fossiliferous and therefore easily dated. Unfortunately, an inherent porosity is also common in limestones and provides easy channelways for chemical alteration. Therefore, the timing
of acquisition of magnetization is uncertain and is often referred to as
a postdepositional remanent magnetization. In addition, the magnetic
intensity in limestone is quite weak, and the ferromagnetic component
is often limited to that produced biogenetically.

The Magnetic Field of the Earth
1.

W. Gilbert, De magnete, magneticisque

corpuribus, et de mngno magnete tellure
(London: Petrus Short, 1600).

2.

C. F. Gauss, Al(gemeine Theurie des

Erdmagnetismus, 1838.
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It has been known since r6oo that the earth possesses a magnetic
field. William Gilbert, in De magnete/ was first to show that lines of
magnetic force of the earth's field were similar to those of"excited ferromagnets." It was many years later, however, that the global coverage
sufficient for a thorough analysis of the magnetic field would show a
dominantly dipolar field?
For a dipolar magnetized sphere, the dip poles are where the field
lines are vertical inward (by convention the north magnetic pole) or
outward (the south magnetic pole), and the magnetic equator is a region
where the field lines are tangent to the surface (fig. za) . Presently, the
earth's magnetic north pole is at latitude 78 .5 degrees north, longitude
70 degrees west and has not changed in position since Gauss determined its position 148 years ago. However, the intensity of the main
dipole field is decreasing by 5 percent per century. Gauss's analysis of
the field demonstrated that 99 percent of the observed field is of internal origin and predominantly dipolar in nature. In addition to the main
dipole, approximately 5 percent of the internal field is nondipolar.
The origin of the earth's magnetic field is in its nickel-iron core, and
the cause is a poorly understood mechanism known as magnetohydrodynamics. But the rotation of the earth must play a fundamental role in sustaining the field and therefore influences the observed
dipole field-rotation axis symmetry. Although at present the field is
best modeled as that of a dipole inclined u.s degrees to the rotation
axis of the earth (the geographical axis), it is believed that this pole
either precesses or has a random walk, and given sufficient time, it
should average out to the rotation axis. A gross analogy would be the
precessional motion of a spinning top. If we took all available paleomagnetic data for the past 5 million years and plotted the corresponding
poles in the northern hemisphere, we would observe the mean magnetic pole as identical to that ofthe geographic axis and not the present
offset geomagnetic axis.
Another major aspect of the earth's field is its ability to reverse: the
north and south magnetic poles exchange positions. Field reversals have
occurred with great regularity, and the last reversal was only 70o,ooo
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years ago. The duration of the transition from one polarity to another
is approximately 4-,ooo years. Evidence of reversals in a paleomagnetic
study is perhaps the strongest criterion for confirming the primacy of
magnetization.

Global Perspective

Meridian

South

)-- ~I

1/

I

I

0

Oownl

F = (N2 + E2 + 02)112
Oecl = Tan- 1(E/N)
lncl = Tan- 1(0/H)

If we subtract the best-fit dipole field from the earth's field we get
the residual field, or nonmain-dipole field, which may be modeled as
radial dipoles at the core-mantle interface (3,000 kilometers below the
surface of the earth), each with an inward or outward direction
(fig. 2a). On the average, these features appear to move westward at
fast rates (in geologic terms). The effect of such an anomaly over time
is to produce clockwise motion of the field directions at any given point
on the surface of the earth.
Secular variation is a catchall term that refers to these variations of
the earth's magnetic field over time, including (r) dipole field motion,
(2) nondipole field motion, mainly the westward drift previously mentioned, and (3) any external field sources. Secular variation is rapid
enough to necessitate frequent measurements of the field for navigational purposes. At high latitudes, declination maps of the field need
updating regularly.
General assumptions in paleomagnetism drawn from observations
of the geomagnetic field include the following : (r) the earth's field is
largely dipolar, and (2) a sequence of spot observations of the geomagnetic field at long time intervals (usually at least soo,ooo years) will average out secular variation so that the mean pole coincides generally with
the rotational axis of the earth.
The angular distance from a point of observation (magnetic latitude,
or lambda [}..]) to the magnetic equator of the dip pole (fig. 2a) and
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Figure2.
a. Axial symmetric magnetic dipole
(M) and variation of field inclination
(I) with latitude (A.). Drawn for a normal polarity state, the magnetic poles
correspond to polar positions of vertical inclination (down = North, up =
South). Field lines are horizontal at the
magnetic equator. Nonmain-dipole
sources (m) at the core-mantle boundary can contribute significantly to the
observed field.

b. Geographical elements of the magnetic field; F = magnetic vector, H =
horizontal component ofF, declination , and inclination.
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the inclination of the field at the site (I) are related by the fundamental dipole formula :
Tan (I)

=

2 Tan (A)

This equation describes the change in angle of the field measured in
reference to the surface of the earth: at the equator the field lines are
horizontal, so inclination is equal to zero; at the poles the field lines
are vertical, and therefore the inclination is 90 degrees. At the geographic
site the field vector may be specified as two angles, inclination and declination (fig. 2b), and a magnitude. In the paleomagnetic study of a rock
formation, directional data is collected from a number of units. Estimates of the inclination observed at this site will yield the magnetic
latitude, which should be equivalent to the geographic latitude of the
site (based on the assumption of the averaging out of secular variation).
Similarly, the mean declination should indicate the true paleogeographic
pole.
The location of the paleomagnetic pole can be computed from the
directional data: the mean inclination and declination. The angular distance between the pole and the site of study will be the complement
of the paleolatitude (colatitude, p = 90- A), and the direction to this
pole will lie along the magnetic meridian (fig. 2b).

Determination ofthe Apparent Polar Wander Path
for North America
.
The objective of paleomagnetic investigation in Alaska is to document the relative motions of terranes in relation to North America.
Since the North American Plate has also been moving ("drifting'') with
respect to the geographical axis, a reference path (the track of the North
Pole through time) of the magnetic pole for this plate must first be
constructed. This path is called the apparent polar wander path
(APWP). Paleomagnetic poles from studies of similar age on the reference plate should cluster (fig. 3a), and a mean pole can be computed.
Various schemes are used to construct this track. The method used
here involves stepping at 20-million-year intervals and computing a mean
pole from studies whose age dates span 30 million years about each
interval. Results from this sliding window technique are plotted on
figure 3b. The mean stage poles are connected to illustrate the continuous motion of the geographical pole through time from 320 million
years ago to the present. Not shown is the envelope of uncertainty about
the APWP, which varies from 3 to 20 degrees. From North America,
we can view these data points as the path of the earth's rotation axis
back through time with respect to the North American Plate only. Every
major crustal plate and every terrane will have their own unique APWPs.
To define a rotation or translation of a terrane with respect to the
reference plate (in this case, North America), a paleomagnetic pole for
the terrane is computed and compared to that of the corresponding
aged pole in the APWP (fig. 3b). If the terrane has rotated about avertical axis, like the platen on a record player, the degree of rotation will

https://surface.syr.edu/suscholar/vol8/iss1/4
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Figu?T 3. How to use paleomagnetic
data to determine terrane displacements.'
11. Re.forence Pole: Obtain a mean
paleomagnetic pole (P,) for the continent from rocks of the same age.
Illustrated are five sites (Sn) with corresponding poles from North America
that span the early Tertiary (50-69 million years) in age. The resultant mean is
the 6o-million-year North American
reference pole shown in 3b as the third
square.

b. Romtions: Find a paleomagnetic
pole (P,) from rocks o n the terrane of
the same age as those on the continent. Amount of rotation (R) is equal
to the difference between the expected
and observed paleomagnetic declination. Example shows the Siletz River
volcanics (Siletzia terrane [SZ] in figure
1), Oregon Coast Range, rotated clockwise 80° ± 15°.

c. PolewRrd DispiRcements: The
difference between expected colatitude
(p,) and observed (p,) is the amount of
poleward motion, or latitudinal translation . Example shown: Captain Cove
Plutons, British Columbia (age of no
million years). Position of displaced
pole implies both 58° of clockwise rotation and 25° of poleward translation.
Dashed line p, degrees in radius about
Cretaceous reference pole (P ,) indicates
allowed paleopositions for this terrane
with respect to North America.

3· Modified from A. Cox and R. B.
Hart, Plate Tecmnics: Huw It Works (Palo
Alto, CA: Blackwell Scientific Publications, 1986).
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be the difference between the observed declination and expected declination:
Rotation

= Dex -

Dob

Poleward translations of a terrane are determined by comparing the coangle (colatitude p) between the expected pole and the site of the observation and the observed pole (fig. 3c). The difference between the colatitudes
is the amount of poleward or latitudinal motion:
Translation

Figure 4. Cross-section depicting
northeast-directed oblique subduction.
Oceanic plate on left is underthrusting
continental plate on right. Strike-slip
displacement will be focused along
zones of crustal thinning.

-

= Pex -

Pob

A mismatch in poles does not always imply tectonic disturbance. A high
level of confidence in the age of acquisition of the observed pole is important. Mistaken assignment of a secondary component (or "magnetic overprint") as the primary magnetization can lead to erroneous calls for
discordance or concordance with that predicted by the reference APWP.
Alternately, matching poles only constrain latitudinal motion and not longitudinal motion (fig. 3c).

Pacific

Oceanic Crust

North American~
Continental Crust@;t

Application to Tey;tonics. Alaska. is currently the backstop for the
conveyor-belt tectonics of the Pacific Plate. Indeed, for the last r8o million years, oceanic plates of the Pacific basin have had a consistent northward and northeastward motion with respect to the west coast of North

https://surface.syr.edu/suscholar/vol8/iss1/4
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America . This constant interaction tectonically erodes the borderland
of western North America through a process of thermal softening
(fig. 4). Oblique subduction (one plate is drawn or thrust below another
and, the slip includes both down dip and lateral displacement) of the
oceanic plate to the northeast will first weaken the continental crust
along a line of volcanic activity and then the lateral component of displacement will provide a frictional shear component that translates the
outer segments in the direction of oblique convergence. And for the
recent past in the west, this has been to the north. Myrl Beck was the
first to recognize the effect that this mechanism (fig. 5) would have on
terranes along the west coast.4 Some will simply translate with no rotation, and others will have a clockwise torque and will rotate clockwise,
acting like roller bearings. Figure 6 demonstrates the effect on the
paleomagnetic pole positions. If a terrane with sampled strata of Cretaceous age were to be translated along X to X' then the pole would
be carried from point A, the Cretaceous reference pole for North
America, to B, the new pole position for the displaced terrane. Alternately, a body may only undergo a rotation due to the rotational tectonics. This terrane, fixed at point X, would have its pole displaced
from A to C. However, if the terrane were to have some combination
of translation and rotation, a common occurrence for west coast terranes, then the pole would follow the path of A to D in figure 6.
Paleomagnetic results from over thirty studies along the western margin of North America, from Baja to British Columbia (fig. 6), show
a remarkable consistency in discordance and attest to the effectiveness
of the northward shearing and crustal fragmentation that has occurred
in the last 200 million years in this region.

4-· M. E. Beck, Jr., "Discordant
Paleomagnetic Pole Positions as Evidence of Regional Shear in the Western
Cordillera of North America;' American journal ofScience 276 (1976):
694--712.

Figure 5. Map view of oblique subduction as illustrated in figure 4- with
resultant tectonic clockwise rotations
and/or translations indicated.

North America
[stationary]

/

/
/

/

Pacific Plate

J
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90E

Figure 6. Displacement of a terrane of
Cretaceous age along the west coast of
North America showing effect on the
respective paleomagnetic pole. Solid
dots are discordant paleomagnetic pole
positions from studies of Mesozoic and
Cenozoic rocks (18o-IO millio n years
old) along the western-most cordillera.
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Major Plates and Boundaries in AlRskR
Figure 7 illustrates the major players in the plate tectonic game for
the northern hemisphere. General plate motions can be easily summarized for the past 180 million years. Initially the Atlantic did not exist,
and North America was joined to Eurasia and Africa in a "supercontinent." Since then these continental areas have rifted apart to form a
new ocean, the Atlantic, which now represents 13 percent of the surface of the globe. The drift or translation of a spherical crustal plate
on the surface of the earth can be described geometrically as a rotation
about a fixed point or Euler pole. Furthermore, the motion of adjacent plates with respect to one another may be described with a relative point or pole of rotation . In the first case, the reference frame is
the rotation axis of the earth, and in the second, the reference frame
may be fixed to either of the two plates.
For the purpose of understanding the tectonics of Alaska, an application of the relative reference frame is used . A single point or Euler
pole (fig. 7) illustrates the motion of Eurasia with respect to North
America for the last 160 million years. All plate boundaries that run
through the Atlantic from this point are in tension, and hence, the
rift zone of the mid-Atlantic. On the other hand, plate boundaries that
connect this point to the Pacific are in compression . The part of the
earth currently occupied by the oceanic Pacific Plate has been an ocean
basin with northward motion, similar to that shown on figure 7.
At the apex of these three superplates (Eurasian, Pacific, and North
American) is a space where the Arctic, northeast Siberian, and Alaskan
terranes are now located. For the past 180 million years the Pacific plates
have transported crustal fragments up the west coast of North America
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and have swept oceanic plateaus and volcanic island chains, similar to
the Hawaiian Islands chain, into this region. This amalgamation of terranes is now being crunched between the jaws of the North American
and Eurasian plates (see arrows of absolute motion in figure 7) . Major
physiographic features of Alaska and Siberia directly related to these
motions include the mountain belts of the Brooks Range-Chukchi
Range, the Alaska Range (Mt. McKinley), and the Kolyma and Verkhoyansk ranges in central and eastern Siberia.

Figure 7. Major plates of the northern
hemisphere with the nature of plate
boundaries indicated as either convergent, divergent, or strike-slip.

Altukan Tectonics
Alaska has been portrayed as an assemblage of fifty continental and
oceanic terranes, each with its own displacement history. These terranes include fragments ripped from the North American Paleozoic
borderland, from Mexico to British Columbia. Oceanic plateaus, passively transported northward on oceanic plates, have been plastered to
the edge of northern North America.
When studying paleomagnetic signatures of terranes of Alaska, we
ask whether we see discordance in inclinations (implying large latitudinal translations), and whether we find the declinations skewed from
the expected (from tectonic rotations during translation events or from
mountain building) . In all studies undertaken, the answer is yes to one
or the other, and often the observations suggest a combination of both.
Southern Alaska is represented by belts of sedimentary and volcanic
rock sequences that are largely related to accretionary processes of Pacific
Plate subduction . Volcanic rocks within these belts yield stable primary
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components of magnetization, and from the mean inclinations, suggest great latitudinal translations with respect to North America. The
outermost terrane in Alaska is called the Prince William Terrane, and
results from two sequences of Paleocene (65-55 million years) age volcanic rocks from this belt are excellent examples.

Figure 8. Plot of Paleocene poles from
the Prince William Terrane showing
their discordance with respect to the
North American reference pole.

The Paleocene Ghost Rocks volcanics of Kodiak Island, Alaska, have
been sampled in two areas, Alitak and Kiliuda Bay, and poles were determined (fig. 8). Additionally, results from the Orca volcanics near Valdez, Alaska, are shown. The poles do not overlie the North American
reference pole for the Paleocene and therefore suggest some discordance.
In fuct, the studies indicate both translations and local rotations of these
sequences. The translation discordance is illustrated by plotting the expected paleolatitude against time (fig. 9). The solid connected line starting at 59 degrees north is computed from the apparent polar wander
path for North America and represents the expected paleolatitude that
a site, with the present latitude and longitude of the Prince William
Terrane, would follow back in time. The implication from these results
is that the Prince William Terrane consists of oceanic volcanic piles
whose origins span 30 degrees latitude and have since been displaced
northward 30 to so degrees. That is 3,300 to s,soo kilometers of translation over 6o million years!
The terranes get older the further north we look on the Alaskan
terrane map (fig. r). The Peninsular Terrane is predominantly JuraCretaceous (r8o-6o million years in age). No stable components have

https://surface.syr.edu/suscholar/vol8/iss1/4
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EXPECTED VERSUS OBSERVED PALEOLATITUDE

90

Figuw 9. Paleolatitude versus time for
three Prince William Terrane studies.
Great latitudinal displacements are indicated.
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yet been recovered from these rocks. Inboard of this terrane is the Wrangellia Terrane, which is mainly Triassic (230-195 million years in age).
Results from volcanics here show that this terrane was within 20 degrees
of the equator in Triassic times. Furthermore, due to an uncertainty
in rotation, it is not known whether the terrane was north or south
of the Triassic equator.
Much work is currently in progress refining the northward journey
of these terranes. It would be valuable to know the trajectory of the
Wrangellia Terrane and when it arrived, or "docked;' in Alaska. Studies
of Eocene (55 million years) age volcanic rocks that overlie the Wrangellia strata yield paleomagnetic results that are concordant with North
America, so that docking clearly preceded the Eocene.
EXPECTED VERSUS OBSERVED PALEOLATITUDE
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Figuw 10. Paleolatitude versus time
for Nixon Fork Terrane studies. No
latitudinal displacement is indicated.
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Next inboard, in central Alaska, is a complex sequence of Paleozoic
limestone terranes (fig. 1), known by the common names of Nixon
Fork, York, Endicott, and Porcupine, lying amongst terranes with undeniable oceanic affinities. These latter indude the Ruby, YukonKoyukuk, and Tozitna. The former are either continental platform fragments or oceanic plateaus topped with limestone buildups. Most of
the terranes found in northern Alaska have a continental affinity and
probably have been displaced from the central Canadian Cordillera.

Present

Figure 11. Present configuration of
limestone (carbonate) terranes in
Alaska. Eastern edge of stable shelf
platform carbonate belt likely
represents the continental edge of the
North American Plate 400 million
years ago.

Porcupine
cana9a·.·.C
... ./ ·······.
Basm '

'. f'

··· ~

c:::::J Paleozoic Shelf Carbonates
Reliable paleomagnetic results from the interior limestone terranes
are scarce, and all involve problems concerning the age of magnetization. To date, the only truly confident result comes from coherent limestone sequences in the Nixon Fork Terrane. The paleolatitude plot (fig.
10) is quite suggestive of a terrane that has undergone little independent latitudinal motion with respect to North America. This is indeed
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a surprising result and is counter to the observations which show that
many terranes of the Arctic province are far traveled. The Nixon Fork
directional data, despite lack of evidence for appreciable northward
movement, do, however, suggest a 70-degree clockwise rotation .
If the Nixon Fork Terrane is a displaced terrane, its place of origin
is probably the Selwyn basin of the northern Canadian Cordillera
(fig. n). Similar limestone sequences with similar paleontological affinities exist there. Had the terrane been a promontory of the cordilleran
margin, it would have been easily sheared off. The right-lateral shear
sense shown for this area would have produced the clockwise rotation
and short displacement into central Alaska.
The terranes that occupy the space between Eurasia and North
America have had assorted and complex travel plans. But now this arctic
region is undergoing a shortening phase as Eurasia and North America
converge. If one were to watch this from space and observe the changes
over 30 million years, the terranes of Alaska would appear to buckle
and bend as the great logjam readjusts to the rigid boundaries about it.

Summary
Field geologists and paleontologists have long been bewildered with
the large array of stratigraphic terranes and the complex arrangement,
or juxtaposition, of these fragments between the Pacific and Arctic
oceans in northwest North America and Siberia. Diverse origins of these
terranes are speculated: oceanic plateaus, extinct island arcs, displaced
parts of continental margins, and fragments of ancient continents.
Major goals in Alaskan terrane analysis have been (r) to make paleographic reconstructions of the northern Pacific Ocean with abutting
continental plates and (2) to establish the relative movements for all
the bits and pieces. Paleomagnetism is one tool that gives a quantitative determination of the original paleolatitude, and often the intermediate paleolatitudes, prior to docking; therefore, it has played a major
role in validating displacements and identifying crustal fragments that
were not previously considered suspect terranes. Paleobiogeographical
and stratigraphical data are nevertheless crucial since longitudinal displacement is not detectable with paleomagnetic methods. The optimum method for unraveling the Alaskan terrane logjam and making
valid reconstructions is to combine geological intuition with paleolatitude determinations from all sources plotted against time.
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